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Choir she made
Most of her life she made
the most beautiful cakes to be seen. Lila was very talented at cake decorating,
cakes for over 57 years and most people remember her for creating their wedding cake. What beautiful memories of
Lila that will last in the memories of others.

Her husband Meryl and Ms. Lila loved to travel in their RV around many
parks. They visited many places including Alaska, where they saw glaciers.
She saw beautiful pecan trees and also saw them demolish the trees years
later due to a drought. Boating and fishing were fun adventures; Blue Mesa
was a common destination spot for the boating trips. Texans would ask how
they caught so many fish, Meryl would tell them worms, but leave out that
the worms were soaked in garlic. They took trips to Mexico, Hawaii and Brazil
where they stayed in the jungle. Many monkeys would jump on them; if you
didn’t keep the doors closed they would come inside. One time she was
painting her nails and a monkey came in and sat beside her. Lila painted the
monkeys nails.
Ms. Lila loved plants, in her younger days they raised and sold spruce trees. They donated Trees to Lakeside Cemetery
and provided about 20 trees that line Pueblo Boulevard. Roses are another passion for Lila. To this day she has about
21 rose bushes. One of those being an ink spots black rose, which is a beautiful rose, the kind of ink spots black rose
that she has costs approximately $1000 to replace. She has owned this plant for 40 years and has moved it several
times.
Many things in Canon City have changed over the years, the only thing that remains is Dinardos and The Old Owl. Even
though things have changed over the years for Ms. Lila, what remains the same is a beautiful young 94 year old with a
heart of gold and a memory much better than us younger folk. We are honored with the privilege to record just a
piece of her story. Thank you Lila, it was definitely an honor to spend the time with you.
Roses

She's a loving soul with young eyes, a kind heart, and a beautiful mind.
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